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 .Singularly perturbed nonlinear differentialralgebraic equations DAE's are
considered, which are decomposed into two auxiliary problems, called the outer
and inner problems, respectively. The structure of solutions of the singularly
perturbed DAE's is determined by the outer and inner solutions, both of which are
proved to exist. Asymptotic expansions for outer and inner solutions are obtained
and proved to be uniformly convergent. This generalizes known results about
asymptotic expansions of singularly perturbed ordinary differential equations.
The presentation of this work is separated into two parts because of the
limitation of space. The first part concerns the derivation of outer and inner
problem, and the existence and asymptotic expansion of outer solutions, while the
second part mainly focuses on the inner problem. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the asymptotic behavior of solutions of a singularly per-
turbed DAE of the form
xX s f x , y , z , e , .1
e yX s f x , y , z , e , .2 1.1a .
0 s f x , y , z , e , .3
together with the initial conditions
x 0, e s j e , y 0, e s h e , z 0, e s z e , 1.1b .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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where x g Rm, y g Rn, z g Rk, e g R1, and e ) 0. If z could be solved
 .  .from the third equation in 1.1a in terms of x, y, and e , i.e., z s z x, y, e ,
 .the singularly perturbed DAE 1.1 would be reduced to a singularly
perturbed ODE
xX s f x , y , z x , y , e , e s F x , y , e , .  . .1 1
1.2a .
e yX s f x , y , z x , y , e , e s F x , y , e , .  . .2 2
together with the initial condition
x 0, e s j e , y 0, e s h e . 1.2b .  .  .  .  .
The existence, uniqueness, and asymptotic expansion of a solution of the
 .  .singularity perturbed ODE 1.2 might be studied by applying the known
 w x w x.theory for singularly perturbed ODE's see 1 or 9 to obtain the desired
 .results for the singularly perturbed DAE 1.1 . However, the compound
functions F and F make it very cumbersome. Furthermore, even if the1 2
 .  .asymptotic expansions for the components x t, e and y t, e of a solution
 .  .of 1.1 are obtained, the asymptotic expansion for the z t, e component
has to be studied separately. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a method
 .to study the singularly perturbed DAE 1.1 directly.
 .Under certain assumptions, we prove that 1.1 has a unique solution on
w xthe interval 0, T for all small e , for which asymptotic expansions have
w xbeen obtained and proved to be convergent uniformly in 0, T . Owing to
the limitation of space, here we only present the existence of an outer
solution and its asymptotic expansion in part I. The existence, uniqueness,
and asymptotic expansion of an inner solution and, further, of an original
solution, will be discussed in part II, a separate paper.
As background for the presentation, Section 2 presents a summary of
 .some known existence results for DAE's, which can be applied to 1.1 and
its reduced system.
Section 3 addresses the limiting problems in which the reduced problem
 .and the inner and outer problems for 1.1 are introduced, and the regular
 .degeneration of 1.1 is defined as well.
Asymptotic expansions and the existence of the outer solutions are
considered in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
2. BACKGROUND ON DAE'S
 .To ensure the existence of solutions of 1.1 , we impose the following
assumption on the system:
Assumption I. There are nonempty open sets D ; Rm, D ; Rn,x y
k 1  < < < X X 4D ; R , and J ; R , J s e e F e , e ) 0 , such that the mappingsz e e
f : D = J ª Rk, and f : D = J ª Rn, f : D = J ª Rk, j : J ª D , h:1 e 2 e 3 e e x
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J ª D , and z : J ª D , where D s D = D = D , are continuous on thee y e z x y z
indicated domains. Moreover, for fixed e g J , f , f , and f are of classe 1 2 3
`   .  .  ..C on D and the initial point j e , h e , z e satisfies the compatibility
condition
f j e , h e , z e , e s 0. .  .  . .3
 .  .Finally, assume that f x, y, z, 0 k 0 and f x, y, z, 0 k 0 in the domain2 3
D, and that the Jacobian matrix
D f j , h , z , 0 2.1 .  .z 3 0 0 0
 .  .  .is nonsingular, where j s j 0 , h s h 0 , z s z 0 .0 0 0
The infinite differentiability of f , f , f is assumed here only for the1 2 3
 .sake of simplicity. We are interested in the existence of solutions of 1.1
w xon some interval 0, T where T is independent of e , and with the
 .asymptotic behavior of the solutions of 1.1 as e tends to zero. For these
asymptotic considerations some further conditions will be needed which
will be stated in the next section.
 .  .For the existence of solutions of 1.1 , condition 2.1 in Assumption I
 .  .ensures the solvability of 1.1 . Indeed, from 2.1 it follows that there
X  X .exists an e ) 0 e g J such thate
D f j e , h e , z e , e .  .  . .z 3
is nonsingular for any fixed e , 0 F e F e X. This implies that the system
 .   .  .  ..1.1 is a DAE of index one in some neighborhood of j e , h e , z e .
 .The existence and uniqueness of a solution of 1.1 will be based on the
following existence theorem for the solutions of initial value problems of
the form:
uX s F u , ¨ , .1
0 s F u , ¨ , .2 2.2 .
u 0 s u , ¨ 0 s ¨ . .  .0 0
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that the mapping F : D = D ; Rrqs ª Rr1 u ¨
and F : D = D ; Rrqs ª Rs are of class C1 on their domains, where2 u ¨
D ; Rr and D ; R s are nonempty open sets, and that the initial pointu ¨
 .u , ¨ g D = D satisfies0 0 u ¨
F u , ¨ s 0, .2 0 0
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and the Jacobian matrix
D F u , ¨ .¨ 2 0 0
1   .  ..  .is nonsingular. Then there exists a C -solution u t , ¨ t g D = D of 2.2u ¨
w xwhich is unique on some inter¨ al 0, T , T ) 0. Moreo¨er, the component0 0
 . 2 w xu t is of class C on 0, T .0
Proof. The result is a consequence of the existence theorem for DAE's
 . w xof the form 2.2 given in 12 .
 .By applying Proposition 2.1 to 1.1 , we obtain the following existence
theorem:
 X .PROPOSITION 2.2. Under Assumption I, for any fixed e ) 0 e F e g J ,e
  .  .  ..  .there exists a unique solution x t, e , y t, e , z t, e for the DAE 1.1 on
w xsome inter¨ al 0, T , where T depends on e .e e
3. THE LIMITING PROBLEMS
 .In order to study the asymptotic behavior of solutions of 1.1 , we
 .formally set e s 0 in 1.1a and remove the initial condition for y and z,
and then obtain the system
X X s f X , Y , Z , 0 , .0 1 0 0 0
0 s f X , Y , Z , 0 , .2 0 0 0 3.1a .
0 s f X , Y , Z , 0 , .3 0 0 0
with which we associate initial conditions of the form
X 0 s j , Y 0 s Y 0 , Z 0 s Z 0 . 3.1b .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0
thus we obtain from Proposition 2.1 the existence result:
 0 0.  .PROPOSITION 3.1. Under Assumption I, let j , Y , Z g D, j s j 0 ,0 0 0 0
be a point such that
f j , Y 0 , Z 0 , 0 s 0, .2 0 0 0
f j , Y 0 , Z 0 , 0 s 0 .3 0 0 0
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and that the matrices
D f j , Y 0 , Z 0 , 0 , 3.2a . .z 3 0 0 0
B0 s D f j , Y 0 , Z 0 , 0 .y 2 0 0 0
y10 0 0 0 0 0y D f j , Y , Z , 0 D f j , Y , Z , 0 D f j , Y , Z , 0 .  .  . .z 2 0 0 0 z 3 0 0 0 y 3 0 0 0
3.2b .
 .are nonsingular. Then the system 3.1 has a unique solution
  .  .  .. w xX t , Y t , Z t g D on some inter¨ al 0, T , which satisfies the initial0 0 0
 . w xcondition 3.1b . Moreo¨er, for t g 0, T the matrices
D f X t , Y t , Z t , 0 , 3.3a .  .  .  . .z 3 0 0 0
B t s D f X t , Y t , Z t , 0 y D f X t , Y t , Z t ,0 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .y 2 0 0 0 z 2 0 0 0
y1
= D f X t , Y t , Z t , 0 D f X t , Y t , Z t , 0 .  .  .  .  .  . .  . .z 3 0 0 0 y 3 0 0 0
3.3b .
are nonsingular.
 .Proof. Since the matrices 3.2 are nonsingular, there exists a neighbor-
 0 0.  .hood O ; D of the point j , Y , Z such that for all x, y, z g O thed 0 0 0 d
matrices
D f x , y , z , 0 , .z 3
y1
D f x , y , z , 0 y D f x , y , z , 0 D f x , y , z , 0 D f x , y , z , 0 .  .  .  . .y 2 z 2 z 3 y 3
are nonsingular. This implies that the Jacobian matrix
D f x , y , z , 0 D f x , y , z , 0 .  .y 2 2 2
3.4 .
D f x , y , z , 0 D f x , y , z , 0 / .  .y 3 z 3
is nonsingular in O , as follows directly from the identityd
D f D fy 2 z 2
D f D f /y 3 z 3
y1y1 D f y D f D f D f 0 .I D f D f . y 2 z 2 z 3 y 3m=m z 2 z 3s . /  /0 I D f D fk=k y 3 z 3
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 .Then a direct application of Proposition 2.1 to the system 3.1 shows that
  .  .  ..this system has a unique solution X t , Y t , Z t g O g D on some0 0 0 d
w x w x   .  .  ..interval 0, T . Since, for all t g 0, T , the solution X t , Y t , Z t0 0 0
remains in O , the matricesd
D f X t , Y t , Z t , 0 and B t .  .  .  . .z 3 0 0 0
w xare nonsingular for all t g 0, T .
 .Our aim will be to determine when there are solutions of 1.1 that
 .converge for e ª 0 to a solution of the reduced system 3.1 . For this we
introduce the following concept:
 .DEFINITION 3.1. The system 1.1 is said to degnerate regularly on
  .  .  ..  .the solution X t , Y t , Z t of 3.1 , 0 F t F T , if a solution0 0 0
  .  .  ..  .x t, e , y t, e , z t, e of 1.1 exists on the same interval 0 F t F T ,
  .  .  ..which converges to X t , Y t , Z t as e ª 0, uniformly on compact0 0 0
subsets of 0 - t F T.
 .The structure of a regularly degenerating solution of 1.1 is determined
 .by replacing problem 1.1 by two auxiliary problems; the first of these is
called the outer problem, and the second one the inner problem.
 .The critical idea here is to consider 1.1a with only an initial condition
for x but with the explicit assumption that only solutions are admitted
 .which, for e s 0, reduce to a solution of 3.1 . In other words, we consider
the problem:
X X s f X , Y , Z, e , .1
e Y X s f X , Y , Z, e , .2 3.5a .
0 s f X , Y , Z, e , .3
with some initial condition
X 0, e s j U e 3.5b .  .  .
and the limiting assumption
X t , 0 s X t , Y t , 0 s Y t , Z t , 0 s Z t , 3.5c .  .  .  .  .  .  .0 0 0
  .  .  ..  .where X t , Y t , Z t is a solution of 3.1 .0 0 0
 .Any solution of 3.5 will be called an outer solution. With any such
  .  .  ..  .outer solution X t, e , Y t, e , Z t, e , we introduce in 1.1a the scaled
variable
t s tre 3.6a .
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and new dependent functions
a t , e s x et , e y X et , e , .  .  .
b t , e s y et , e y Y et , e , .  .  . 3.6b .
g t , e s z et , e y Z et , e . .  .  .
  .  .  ..  .Let x t, e , y t, e , z t,e be a solution of 1.1 . Then we find that
 .a , b , g satisfies the following DAE, which is called the boundary layer
problem or inner problem:
da Ãs e f et , a , b , g , e , .1dt
db Ãs f et , a , b , g , e , .2dt
Ã0 s f et , a , b , g , e , .3
3.7a .
a 0, e s j e y j U e , .  .  .
b 0, e s h e y Y 0, e , .  .  .
g 0, e s z e y Z 0, e , .  .  .
where
Ãf t , a , b , g , e s f a q X t , e , b q Y t , e , g q Z t , e , e .  .  .  . .i i
yf X t , e , Y t , e , Z t , e , e , i s 1, 2, 3. .  .  . .i
3.7b .
 .To study the asymptotic behavior of solutions of 1.1 , we need the
following assumption:
  .  .  ..Assumption II. The components of the initial point j e , h e , z e
 .  .and functions f x, y, z, e , k s 1, 2, 3, in 1.1a possess asymptotic expan-k
sions:
` ` `
i i ij e ; j e , h e ; h e , z e ; z e .  .  .  i i i
is0 is0 is0
as e ª 0, 3.8a .
`  i.D f x , y , z , 0 .e k if x , y , z , e ; e . k i!is0
as e ª `, ; x , y , z g D , k s 1, 2, 3. 3.8b .  .
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4. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS OF OUTER SOLUTIONS
 .  .For the analysis of the solutions of 3.5 and 3.7 and their interrelation-
ship, asymptotic considerations are to be used. We motivate here briefly
the approach and defer proofs to Section 5. Suppose that the initial
U  .  .function j e of 3.5b satisfies
`
U U ij e ; j q j e as e ª 0, 4.1a .  .0 i
is1
  .  .  ..and, accordingly, that any outer solution X t, e , Y t, e , Z t, e has a
formal asymptotic expansion in terms of e :
N
i Nq1X t , e s X t e q O e as e ª 0, .  .  . i
is0
N




i Nq1Z t , e s Z t e q O e as e ª 0, .  .  . i
is0
 X.which is assumed to hold uniformly for 0 F t F T , 0 - e F e e F e .1 1
 .  .Inserting 4.1b into 3.5a , expanding the right-side functions at the
  .  .  . .point X t , Y t , Z t , 0 , and equating coefficients of equal powers of0 0 0
  .  .  ..e , we obtain that the first term X t , Y t , Z t must be a solution of0 0 0
 .   .  .  ..the reduced problem 3.1 , while the higher terms x t , Y t , Z t ,r r r
 .r s 1, . . . , N, in 4.1b must satisfy a linear DAE of the form
dXr s f t X q f t Y q f t Z q p t , .  .  .  .1 x r 1 y r 1 z r rdt
dYry1 s f t X q f t Y q f t Z q q t , .  .  .  .2 x r 2 y r 2 z r rdt 4.2 . r
0 s f t X q f t Y q f t Z q r t , .  .  .  .3 x r 3 y r 3 z r r
X 0 s j U , .r r
where
f t s D f X t , Y t , Z t , 0 , .  .  .  . .i x x i 0 0 0
f t s D f X t , Y t , Z t , 0 , i s 1, 2, 3, .  .  .  . .i y y i 0 0 0 4.3 .
f t s D f X t , Y t , Z t , 0 , .  .  .  . .i z z i 0 0 0
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 .  .  .and the terms p t , q t , and r t are polynomials in X , Y , Z , . . . ,r r r 1 1 1
X , Y , Z for which the coefficients are higher derivatives of thery1 ry1 ry1
  .  .  . . Ufunctions f , f , f at the point X t , Y t , Z t , 0 . The right-side j of1 2 3 0 0 0 r
the initial condition is the corresponding coefficient in the asymptotic
U  .expansion of j e and p , q , and r , r s 0, 1, . . . , N, are obtainedr r r
  .  .  ..recursively. Therefore, p t , q t , r t is well defined on the intervalr r r
0 F t F T if the previous terms, X , Y , Z , . . . , X , Y , Z , are well1 1 1 ry1 ry1 ry1
w x  .defined on 0, T . A comparison of 4.2 shows that, formally, all coeffi-r
cient functions satisfy a linear system of the form
dx
s a t x q a t y q a t z q b t , .  .  .  .11 12 13 1dt
0 s a t x q a t y q a t z q b t , .  .  .  .21 22 23 2 4.4 .
0 s a t x q a t y q a t z q b t , .  .  .  .31 32 33 3
x 0 s j .
for which
 . w xa a , b are continuous on 0, T ;i j i
 .b the matrix
a t a t .  .22 23A t s .1  /a t a t .  .32 33
w xis nonsingular for t g 0, T .
For such systems we obtain from Proposition 2.1 the existence result:
 .  .  .PROPOSITION 4.1. Under assumptions a and b , the system 4.4 has
  .  .  .. w xexactly one solution x t , y t , z t defined on the inter¨ al 0, T .
 .Proof. By assumption b we can solve the second and third equations
 .  .in 4.4 for y, z in terms of x and substitute into the first equation in
 .4.4 . Thus, we obtain an initial value problem for a linear ODE. Then, by
applying the basic existence theory for ODE's, we know that the system
 .4.4 possesses a unique solution.
 .  .  .Since the informal expansion procedure provides that p t , q t , r tr r r
 .  .  .are polynomials in X , Y , Z , . . . , X t , Y t , Z t with the coeffi-1 1 1 ry1 ry1 ry1
  .  .  ..cients depending on X t , Y t , Z t , we can verify easily that condi-0 0 0
 .  .  .  .tions a and b for the linear system 4.4 will hold for all systems 4.2 ,r
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 .r s 1, . . . , N. Then, by applying Proposition 2.1 to these systems 4.2 , wer
obtain the following existence theorem:
PROPOSITION 4.2. If the conditions in Proposition 3.1 hold, then each
 . Usystem 4.2 , r s 1, . . . , N, with any gi¨ en ¨alue of j , has a unique solutionr r
  .  .  .. w x   .  .  ..X t , Y t , Z t defined on the domain 0, T of X t , Y t , Z t .r r r 0 0 0
 .Proof. For any r, 1 F r F N, the coefficient matrix in the system 4.2 ,r
f t f t .  .2 y 2 z
,
f t f t / .  .3 y 3 z
w x  .is nonsingular for all t g 0, T due to the nonsingularity of B t . Hence,
 .by Proposition 4.1, we find that the system 4.2 has a unique solutionr
w xdefined on the interval 0, T .
 .Note that, although the sequence of systems 4.2 is derived formallyr
  .  .  ..under the hypothesis that their solutions X t , Y t , Z t , r s 0, 1, . . . ,r r r
N, are the coefficients of the expansion series of an outer solution
  .  .  ..  .  .X t, e , Y t, e , Z t, e of 1.1 , these systems 4.2 themselves are inde-r
pendent of the concept of an outer solution. So far, we only proved the
 .existence and uniqueness of solutions for the systems 4.2 . Obviously, thisr
does not mean the existence of an outer solution. But motivated by the
 .procedure used in the derivation of the systems 4.2 , we may exploit ther
  .  .  ..solutions X t , Y t , Z t , r s 0, 1, . . . , N, to construct an outer solu-r r r
tion. This will be discussed in the next section.
5. EXISTENCE OF OUTER SOLUTIONS
This section concerns the existence of an outer solution of the outer
 .problem 3.5 . We cite the following lemma which plays an important role
in the study of singularly perturbed ODE's:
 .LEMMA 5.1. Let A t be an n = n continuous matrix for t F t F t and0 1
let the real parts of all its eigen¨alues be less than ym on t F t F t for0 1
 .some m ) 0. Let f t, s, e be the fundamental solution of
dX
e s A t X , .
dt
X s s I . n=n
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on t F t F t for some s on t F s F t . Then there exists a constant K,0 1 0 1
which is independent of e , such that
5 5f t , s, e F K exp ym t y s r2e .  .
for t F s F t F t .0 1
w xFor the proof, see, e.g., 4 .
For the theory, we require further assumptions about the solution
  .  .  ..  .X t , Y t , Z t of the reduced system 3.1 .0 0 0
Assumption III. The assumptions of Proposition 3.1 hold, and for any
w x  .  .t g 0, T all eigenvalues of the matrix B t , defined in 3.3b , remain
strictly in the left half plane.
 .In the previous section, we formally derived the systems 4.2 byr
  .  .  ..assuming that an outer solution X t, e , Y t, e , Z t, e has an expansion
 .of the form 4.1b , and we obtained existence and uniqueness results for
  .  .  ..  .solutions X t , Y t , Z t of 2.3 , r s 1, . . . , N. The following theoremr r r r
  .  .  ..shows that these solutions X t , Y t , Z t can be used to construct anr r r
  .  .  ..approximation of an outer solution X t, e , Y t, e Z t, e .
THEOREM 5.1. Under Assumptions I]III and for any gi¨ en j U , r sr
 .1, . . . , N, there is a constant e ) 0 e g J such that the outer problem0 0 e
 .  .  .3.5 has, for any e , 0 - e F e , a solution X s X t, e , Y s Y t, e , Z s0
 . w x   .  .  ..Z t, e g D, defined on the same inter¨ al 0, T as X t , Y t , Z t ,0 0 0
 .which satisfies 4.1b uniformly for 0 F t F T.
 .Proof. To begin the proof, we simplify the outer problem 3.5 by
introducing a change of variables defined by the affine mapping
T : Rm = Rn = Rk ª Rm = Rn = Rk , T u , ¨ , w s X , Y , Z , 5.1 .  .  .t t
N
rX s u q X t e , . r
rs0
N




rZ s w q Z t e q A t u q B t ¨ . .  .  . r 2 1
rs0
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Here A , A , and B are chosen as1 2 1
y1y1A t s B t f t f t f t y f t , .  .  .  .  .  . . /1 2 z 3 z 3 x 2 x
y1 y1
A t s y f t f t A t y f t f t , .  .  .  .  .  . .  .2 3 z 3 y 1 3 z 3 x 5.3 .
y1
B t s y f t f t , .  .  . .1 3 z 3 y
 .  .where B t is defined in 3.3b . Since the domain of the functions
 .  .  .f x, y, z, e , f x, y, z, e , and f x, y, z, e is D = J , we require that the1 2 3 e
 .new variables u, ¨ , w remain in some suitable domain such that the range
of the mapping T belongs to D for all 0 F t F T and 0 - e F e , wheret 1
e g J is sufficiently small. In order to find such a domain for T , it is1 e t
  .  .  ..important to note that X t , Y t , Z t is an interior point in D for0 0 0
w x  .any t g 0,:T . In fact, since 5.2 can be written as
N
ry1X s X t q u q X t e e , .  .0 r /
Rs1
N




ry1Z s Z t q A t u q B t ¨ q w q Z t e e .  .  .  .0 2 1 r /
rs1
  .  .  ..  .  .  .and X t , Y t , Z t , r s 1, . . . , N, A t , A t , and B t are uniformlyr r r 1 2 1
  .  .  ..  .bounded in t, 0 F t F T , it follows from X t , Y t , Z t g int D ;0 0 0
w x  .t g 0, T that there exist positive numbers e F e g J and d such that1 0 e
 . w x  .  .T u, ¨ , w g D for any given t, t g 0, T , and for all u, ¨ , w g B 0, d =t
 .  .B 0, d = B 0, d . Accordingly, for
ÃD s D = D = D ,u ¨ w
D s B 0, d ; Rm , D s B 0, d ; Rn , D s B 0, d ; Rk , .  .  .u ¨ w
Ã .we have T D ; D for all 0 F t F T.t
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 .  .Substituting 5.2 into the first equation of 3.5a , we obtain that
Ndu dX t .i iq edt dtis0
N N
i is f X t q u q X t e , Y t q ¨ q A t u q Y t e , .  .  .  .  . 1 0 i 0 1 i
is1 is1
N
iZ t q w q A t u q B t ¨ q Z t e ,e . 5.5 .  .  .  .  .0 2 1 i /
is1
  .  .  . .We introduce the Taylor expansion of f and X t , Y t , Z t , 0 . For1 0 0 0
this the following abbreviations will be used
1 0 0 0
A t I 0 0 .1
A t s , .
A t B t I 0 .  .2 1 0
0 0 0 1
X t .X t . i0 u
Y t .Y t . i¨0V t s , U s , V t s , i s 1, . . . , N , .  .0 iw Z t .Z t . i 00 0  00 d0 i1 5.6 .
X
N
Y iV s s V t q A t U q V t e , .  .  .0 iZ is1 0
e
 .  .where d is the Kronecker delta. Then the expansion of f V at V tk l 1 0
has the form
rN N1
 r . if V s f V t q D f V t V t e .  .  .  . .  . 1 1 0 1 0 i /r !rs1 is1
q Df V t A t U .  . .1 0
rN N1
 r . iq D F V t A t U q V t e .  .  . . 1 0 i /r !rs2 is1
rN
iy V t e q G t , u , ¨ , w , e , 5.7 .  .  . i /
is1
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 .  .where G t, u, ¨ , w, e is the remainder term. Obviously, G t, u, ¨ , w, e
 .satisfies the following Condition N :
1  . m n kDEFINITION 5.1. A C -function F t, u, ¨ , w, e : R = R = R = R =
s  .R ª R is said to satisfy Condition N if it satisfies the following asymp-
totic relations:
 .i
F t , 0, 0, 0, e s O e N as e ª 0, .  .
uniformly for 0 F t F T , where N is a positive integer;
 .ii
< < < < < < ¦D F t , u , ¨ , w , e s O e q u q ¨ q w .  .u ¥< < < < < < < < < < < <D F t , u , ¨ , w , e s O e q u q ¨ q w .  . as e , u , ¨ , w ª 0,u §< < < < < <D F t , u , ¨ , w , e s O e q u q ¨ q w .  .w
uniformly for 0 F t F T.
 .  .It is noticed that Condition N is the same as conditions 1.2a and
 .  . w x1.2b in Hypothesis H in 13 . Observe that
Df V t A t U .  . .1 0
s D f V t u q D f V t ¨ q A t u .  .  . .  .  .x 1 0 y 1 0 1
q D f V t w q A t u q B t ¨ .  .  . .  .z 1 0 2 1
s D f V t q D f V t A t q D f V t A t u .  .  .  .  . .  .  . .x 1 0 y 1 0 1 z 1 0 2
q D f V t q D f V t B t ¨ q D f V t w 5.8 .  .  .  .  . .  .  . .y 1 0 z 1 0 1 z 1 0
and
rN N1
 r . iD f V t V t e .  . . 1 0 i /r !rs1 is1
N N r1
 r . k q ? ? ? qk1 rs D f V t V t e .  . .  1 0 k j /r ! js1rs1 k , . . . , k s11 r
N





 r .b t s D f V t V t .  .  . .  s 1 0 k j /r ! js1rs1 k q ??? qk ss1 r
1Fk Fsi
 .  Nq1.  .   .  .and R t, e s O e is independent of u, ¨ , w . Since X t , Y t ,N s s
 ..Z t , s s 0, 1, . . . , N satisfys
dXs s b t , .sdt
 .   ..  .  .  .where b t s f V t , it follows from 5.5 , 5.6 , and 5.7 that0 1 0
du
. s D f V t q D f V t A t q D f V t A t u .  .  .  .  . .  .  . .x 1 0 y 1 0 1 z 1 0 2dt
q D f V t q D f V t B t ¨ .  .  . .  . .y 1 0 z 1 0 1
q D f V t w q R t , e .  . .z 1 0 N
rN N1
 r . iq D f V t A t U q V t e .  .  . . 1 0 i /r !rs2 is1
rN
iy V t e q G t , u , ¨ , w , e .  . i /
is1
Ãs C t u q L t ¨ q E t w q F t , u , ¨ , w , e , 5.9 .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 1
where
C t s D f V t q D f V t A t q D f V t A t , .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .1 x 1 0 y 1 0 1 z 1 0 2
L t s D f V t q D f V t B t , .  .  .  . .  .1 y 1 0 z 1 0 1
E t s D f V t , .  . .1 z 1 0
ÃF t , u , ¨ , w , e .1
N 1




i iA t U q V t e y V t e .  .  . i i /  /
is1 is1
q R t , e q G t , u , ¨ , w , e . .  .N
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Obviously,
R t , e .N
and
r rN N N1
 r . i iD f V t A t U q V t e y V t e .  .  .  . .  1 0 i i /  /r !rs2 is1 is1
 .  .satisfy Condition N . Since G also satisfies Condition N , this implies that
Ã  .F satisfies Condition N as well.1
 .  .Now substitute 5.2 into the second and third equations of 3.5a and
  .  .  . .   .  .  ..expand f , f at X t , Y t , Z t , 0 . Then, because X t , Y t , Z t ,2 3 0 0 0 i i i
 .i s 0, 1, . . . , N, are solutions of 4.2 , we obtain two further equationsi
 .  .which, with 5.9 , form the following system equivalent to 3.5 under the
mapping T :t
du Ãs C t u q L t ¨ q E t w q F t , u , ¨ , w , e , .  .  .  .1 1 1 1dt
d¨ Ãe s B t ¨ q E t w q F t , u , ¨ , w , e , .  .  .2 2dt 5.11 .
Ã0 s E t w q F t , u , ¨ , w , e , .  .3 3
N
U U r Nq1u 0, e s j e y j e s u e s O e . .  .  .  . r N
rs0
Here
E t s D f V t , E t s D f V t , .  .  .  . .  .2 z 2 0 3 z 3 0
Ã Ã  .and F and F satisfy Condition N . Note that in the derivation of the last2 3
 .two equations of 5.11 , we used the fact that
D f V t q D f V t A t q D f V t A t s 0, .  .  .  .  . .  .  .x 2 0 y 2 0 1 z 2 0 2
D f V t q D f V t A t q D f V t A t s 0, .  .  .  .  . .  .  .x 3 0 y 3 0 1 z 3 0 2 5.12 .
D f V t q D f V t B t s 0, .  .  . .  .y 3 0 z 3 0 1
and
D f V t q D f V t B t s B t , .  .  .  . .  .y 2 0 z 2 0 1
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 .  .  .where B t is defined in 3.3b . With the notation of 5.6 , this is equiva-
lent to
Df V t A t s 0, B t , D f V t , D f V t , .  .  .  .  . .  .  . .2 0 z 2 0 e 2 0
Df V t A t s 0, 0, D f V t , D f V t . .  .  .  . .  .  . .3 0 z 3 0 e 3 0
 .  .  .In other words, from the defining relation 5.3 we find that A t , A t ,1 2
 .  .and B t solve 5.12 .1
Ã  .  .  ..If we can show that there exists a solution u t, e , ¨ t, e , w t, e g D
 .of the system 5.11 which satisfies
Nq1 ¦u t , e s O e .  .
Nq1 ¥ as e ª 0, 5.13¨ t , e s O e  . .  .§Nq1w t , e s O e .  .
uniformly for 0 F t F T , then Theorem 5.1 is proved. But note that we
 .need only the existence of a solution of 3.5 without requiring its unique-
 .ness. Hence, instead of 5.11 , we consider the constrained system of
integral equations
t y1u t , e s F t u e q F s L s ¨ s, e q E s w s, e .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .HN 1 1 0
ÃqF s, u s, e , ¨ s, e , w s, e , e ds , .  .  . . .1 /
C t , s, e .t
¨ t , e s E s w s, e .  .  .H 2e0
5.14 .
ÃqF s, u s, e , ¨ s, e , w s, e , e ds, .  .  . . .2
y1 Ãw t , e s y E t F t , u t , e , ¨ t , e , w t , e , e , .  .  .  .  . . .3 3
 .where F t satisfies
dF t .
s C t F t , 0 F t F T , .  .1dt
F 0 s I , .
 .while C t, s, e is the solution of the following system:
dC 1
s B t C , 0 F s F t F T , .
dt e
<C t , s, e s I. . tss
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 .  .Note that the system 5.14 is not equivalent to the system 5.11 . But,
Ã  .  .  ..  .  .obviously, if u t, e , ¨ t, e , w t, e g D solves 5.14 , then it solves 5.11
 .as well. Thus, if we can prove that 5.14 admits a solution which satisfies
 .the asymptotic relation 5.13 , then we are done. We will use the theorems
w xin 13 to prove this existence.
By Assumption III there exists a positive number m such that
R l B t F ym . . .
 .for all eigenvalues of B t , 0 F t F T. Then Lemma 5.1 ensures the
existence of a constant K, which is independent of e , and such that
C t , s, e F K exp ym t y s r2e , 0 F s F t F T . .  .
With the notation
u t , e s F t u e , u t , e s 0, .  .  .  .1 N 2
G t , s, e s F t Fy1 s L s , .  .  .  .1 1
H t , s, e s F t Fy1 s E s , 5.15 .  .  .  .  .1 1
K t , s, e s C t , s, e E s , .  .  .2
y1 Ã Ã y1 ÃF s F t F s F , F s F , F s yE t F , .  .  .1 1 2 2 3 3 3
 .5.14 can be written in the form of constrained systems of integral
w x  . w xequations such as the one in 13 , and, evidently, Hypothesis H in 13 is
w x  .satisfied. Therefore, by the results of Theorems 1 and 2 in 13 , 4.13 has a
Ã  .  .  .. w xunique solution u t, e , ¨ t, e , w t, e g D, for all t g 0, T and 0 - e F
 .  .  .e F e that satisfies 4.12 . Therefore, under the transformation 4.1 ,2 1
  .  .  .. w xX t, e , Y t, e , Z t, e remains in D for all t g 0, T and 0 - e F e2
 .and is an outer solution which satisfies the asymptotic relations 4.1b . This
completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
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